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Multihead tree machines and multihead multidimensional machines are used to develop new 
methods for minimizing access pointers into trees and arrays. Every multihead tree machine 
of time complexity t(n) can be simulated on-line by a tree machine with only two access heads 
in time O(t(n) log t(n)/log log r(n)). Every multihead e-dimensional machine of time 
complexity t(n) can be simulated on-line by a d-dimensional machine with two access heads 
in time O(t(n) ” “dm “de log t(n)). The simulation for trees is optimal. 
1. INTR~OLJCTI~N 
A data structure has local access if at each step an access pointer into the structure 
can change its value from one location only to an adjacent location in the structure. 
For example, trees are typically implemented with link fields in each record to the 
parent and the children; after information in a record is retrieved, the next record 
accessed is one of these adjacent records. Even arrays may have local access if 
implemented by orthogonal lists 161. The general mass storage system of 
Coppersmith et al. [l] is also a two-dimensional array with local access. 
Evidently, adding access pointers into a tree or an array can save time in a 
computation. Guibas et al. [4] developed techniques for using additional pointers, 
which they called “fingers.” Conversely, Paul et al. [ 12) established nonlinear lower 
bounds on the time required to simulate a computation on a data structure by a data 
structure with fewer access pointers. Their bound are cast in terms of multihead 
Turing machines. 
Multihead Turing machines model storage and retrieval operations in data 
structures with local access: tree machines model trees, and multidimensional 
machines model arrays. The access heads of the machines correspond to the access 
pointers into the data structures. At each step, the machine can shift each access head 
only to an adjacent cell in its worktape storage. Though possibly unrealistic, the 
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simple input/output and control conventions are not essential for our results, which 
depend only on the storage structure and the local access method. 
We present efficient simulations of multihead machines by machines with fewer 
access heads. 
First, we prove that every multihead tree machine of time complexity t(iz) can be 
simulated on-line by a tree machine with two access heads on separate worktapes in 
time U(t(n) log t(n)/log log t(n)). This simulation is optimal (within a constant 
multiplicative factor). Theorem 1 achieves the lower bound fl(t(n) log t(n)/ 
log log t(n)) of Paul et al. 
Second, we prove that for all d > 2 and e > 2, every multihead e-dimensional 
machine of time complexity t(n) can be simulated on-line by a d-dimensional 
machine with two access heads on separate worktapes in time O(t(n)lr”d-“de 
log t(n)). This simulation is not known to be optimal. The known lower bound on the 
time required for simulating e-dimensional machines by d-dimensional machines with 
just two access heads on-line is Q(t(n) ’ + “d-l’de-S) for every 6 > (d - l)/de(e + 1) 
and d > 2 [ 121. Nevertheless, our simulation is faster than the simulation of Paul et 
al., which for e = d > 2 runs in time O(f(~)l’l’d-C), E = l/(d*(d - 1) + d). 
Furthermore, our simulation employs two data representations, converting from one 
to the other when necessary. This technique may be useful in other situations. For the 
case d = 1, Stoss [ 161 generalized a classic result of Hennie and Stearns [5] and 
discovered a simulation of an e-dimensional machine by a one-dimensional machine 
with two access heads on separate worktapes in time O(t(n)2-“e log t(n)). 
Section 2 presents the optimal simulation for tree machines, and Section 3 presents 
the simulation for multidimensional machines. The two sections are independent and 
may be read separately. Section 4 suggests problems for further research. 
All logarithms in this paper are taken to base 2. 
2. TREE MACHINES 
Tree machines generalize conventional multihead Turing machines with linear 
tapes. A tree worktape is a collection of cells organized into a complete infinite 
rooted binary tree. The root has two children, and all other cells each have two 
children and a parent. A tree machine has a finite-state control, a read-only linear 
input tape, a write-only linear output tape, and a finite number of tree worktapes, 
each of which has a finite number of access heads. At each step the machine reads 
the symbols in the cells on which the input and worktape heads are positioned, writes 
symbols from a finite alphabet on these worktape cells and possibly on the output 
tape too, and possibly shifts each head to an adjacent cell. Initially, all worktape cells 
hold blanks, and every worktape head is positioned on the root of its tape. The 
machine can detect when one of its heads is at the root and when two heads scan the 
same cell. 
A tree machine might be endowed with head-to-head jumps: at each step, an access 
head can jump to the cell on which another head on the same worktape is located. In 
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terms of data structures, a pointer can be assigned the current value of another 
pointer. Unless otherwise indicated, the term tree machine will refer to a machine 
without head-to-head jumps. 
Let W be a tree worktape. To each cell of W assign in a natural way a string in 
(0, 1) * called the location of the cell. Write W(b) for the cell of W at location b. Let 
A denote the empty string. The root of W is W(A). In general, W(b0) is the left of 
W(b), and W(b1) is its right child. Write W[b, r] for the complete subtree of W of 
height r rooted at W(b). Cell W(a) is at distance r from cell W(b) if an access head 
requires exactly r steps to move from W(a) to W(b). For example, the leaves of 
W[b, r] are at distance r from W(b). 
Let T be a tree machine of time complexity t(n). We shall devise an on-line 
simulation of T by a tree machine with two heads on separate worktapes in time 
O(t(n) log t(n)/log log t(n)). Recall that in general machine M’ simulates machine A4 
of time complexity t(n) on-line in timef(t(n)) if on every input word, 
(i) the output words written by M and M’ are the same, and 
(ii) ifs,<s,<‘.. < sk are the steps at which M reads or writes a symbol, then 
there are corresponding steps s; < s; < ..e < s; at which M’ reads or writes the same 
symbols, and sf <f(si) for every i. 
In essence, M’ simulates M on-line if its input-output behavior is the same as that of 
M, although M’ may be slower. 
Let us give an informal overview of the simulation before explaining the details. 
The simulation proceeds in three steps. 
In Section 2.1, machine T is simulated on-line in linear time by a tree machine S, 
whose access heads are on one worktape. Since later simulators S, and S, will need 
an a priori estimate of the length of the computation of T, machine S, provides 
estimates successively. Suppose T runs for N’ < t(n) steps on an input word of length 
n. Machine S, simulates T in successive stages. For s = 0, 1, 2,..., at stage s machine 
S, simulates the first N = 2” steps of T in time O(N); S, has mechanisms to record 
input symbols and to avoid repetitious output symbols. The simulation continues 
until the stage at which N 2 N’. 
In Section 2.2, machine S, is simulated on-line by a tree machine S, in linear time 
and logarithmic depth. At stage s the access heads of S, remain within distance 
O(log N) of the root of the worktape. There is a constant c2 such that S, performs 
stage s in time at most c,N. 
Finally, in Section 2.3, machine S, is simulated on-line by a tree machine S, with 
two heads on separate worktapes. At stage s let N = 2” and r = @(log log N). Divide 
the c2 N steps of stage s of the computation of S, into c,N/r phases of r steps each. 
Call one worktape of S, the primary worktape P and the other worktape the 
secondary worktape. The secondary worktape can be linear. To simulate one phase, 
S, copies to the initial segment of P the contents of subtrees of height O(r) that 
contain the access heads of S,. Since S, has depth complexity O(log N), finding these 
subtrees requires time O(log N). The secondary worktape assists in copying these 
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subtrees in time 0(2 W) - 0 ) ( log N). Each of the r steps of a phase can be simulated 
in time O(r). Thus, S, performs stage s in time 
t,(N) = (c,N/r)[O(log N) + O(?)] = O(N log N/log log N). 
It follows that S, simulates T in time 
t3(1) + r,(2) + t3(4) + * -. + t,(2”oeN”) = O(t(n) log t(n)/log log t(n)). 
Sections 2.1, 2.2., and 2.3 are independent. 
2.1. First Simulation: Time Estimates 
Every tree machine with a total of h access heads on separate worktapes can be 
simulated in real time by a tree machine with h heads on one worktape with a larger 
storage alphabet. In essence, the single worktape is divided into tracks, one for each 
worktape of the original machine. Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume 
that T has only one worktape. In this section we describe the simulator S, , which has 
more access heads on one worktape. 
Machine S, simulates T in stages. For s = 0, 1, 2,... successively, at stage s 
machine S, simulates the first N= 2” steps of the computation of T. If T runs for N’ 
steps, then this process stops at the stage at which N > N’. On an auxiliary track S, 
records the input symbols that it has read. For every N > 1, machine S, simulates the 
first N/2 steps of T, obtaining the first N/2 input symbols from the auxiliary track. 
Then S, simulates the next N/2 steps of T, recording on the auxiliary track the new 
input symbols read during steps N/2 + 1 through N. Furthermore, on the output tape 
S, writes only the output symbols generated during steps N/2 + 1 through N, 
avoiding repetitious outputs. Thus, the input and output heads of S, move only when 
it simulates steps N/2 + 1 through N, and S, simulates T on-line. Galil [3] used a 
similar technique. 
To simulate individual steps of T, machine S, has one access head for each access 
head of T. Each head of S, imitates the movements of the corresponding head of T. 
One track of the worktape of S, stores the contents of the worktape of T. Before 
embarking on stage s + 1, machine S, erases this track via a depth-first traversal in 
time proportional to the number of cells visited during stage s, namely, N. Therefore 
S, uses time proportional to 
1+2+4+... + 2”0gN” = O(t(n)); 
S, simulates T on-line in linear time. 
Using one head on one track, S, can successively increment a binary counter from 
0 to N in O(N) steps. Counting the number of bits in the binary representation of N, 
machine S, can compute the binary representation of log N in time O(log N). 
Similarly, S, can compute the binary representation of log log N in time O(log log N). 
The numbers N, log N, and log log N will be used by simulators S, and S,. 
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2.2. Second Simulation: Depth Reduction 
A tree machine has depth complexity D(n) if on every input word of length n, every 
access head remains within distance D(n) of the root of its worktape. Evidently, a 
tree machine that runs in time t(n) has depth at most t(n). Paul and Reischuk [ 13 1 
showed that every multitape tree machine of time complexity t(n) can be simulated in 
time O(t(n)) and depth O(log t(n)). We establish similar depth reduction results for 
tree machines with multihead tapes and head-to-head jumps. 
2.2.1. Depth reduction without head-to-head jumps. Tree machine S, has h 
access heads on one worktape W. We describe a tree machine S, that simulates S, 
on-line in linear time and logarithmic depth. Let s > 0 and N = 2”. Stage s of the 
computation of S, has c,N steps for some constant cr. Machine S, will simulate 
stage s of S, in time O(N), and the heads of S, will remain within distance O(log N) 
of the root. 
At the beginning of stage s, machine S, sets L = [log(c, hN + 1)1. For binary 
strings b, if ) bJ, the length of b, is a multiple of L + 1, then set W, = W[ b, 2L + 1 ] 
and call W, a block. Call W[b, L] the top half of W, and the rest of W, its bottom 
half: If c is a binary string and Ic( = L + 1, then W,, is a child block of W, and W, is 
the parent block of W,,. (bc is the concatenation of strings b and c.) Blocks overlap: 
Except for cells in W[A, L], every cell of W is in the bottom half of some block W, 
and hence in the top half of some child block of W,. 
The simulator S, has several access heads, including three for each access head of 
S, , on one tree worktape I’. Throughout stage s, the access heads of S, remain within 
distance 4L = O(log N) of the root of V. Divide V into two tracks, numbered 0 and 1. 
In the initial configuration, a blank in a cell of V is interpreted as a blank on both 
tracks. During the simulation, track 0 holds the contents of cells of W, and track 1 
holds control information. Let v,,, v, ,... be the locations of cells at distance L from 
the root, and set V/i = V[ui, 2L + 11. 
Track 0 of I’,, always represents the cells of block WA literally: for every cell W(x) 
in W,I, the symbols in W(x) and in track 0 of V(u,x) are the same. 
In general, for every block W, whose bottom half is nonblank, there is a subtree V, 
whose bottom half holds the same contents: if W(bx) is in the bottom half of W,, 
then the symbol in W(bx) is the same as the symbol in track 0 of V(v,x). Call 
V(v,x) the representative of W(bx); each nonblank cell of W has exactly one 
representative in V. Suppose W, is the parent block of W,, and b = ad. On track 1 of 
the top half of Vk is stored the location ujd such that the bottom half of Vi holds the 
contents of the bottom half of W, . We say that W, corresponds to Vj, V,. For every 
child block W,, of W, whose bottom half is nonblank, track 1 of V[ vke, L] holds the 
location uI such that the bottom half of V, holds the contents of the bottom half of 
W,,. In this case, W,, corresponds to Vk, V,. Throughout the simulation, S, uses 
these correspondences to maintain the contents of W. 
For every access head H, of S, , machine S, has access heads Am (the top head) 
and B, (the bottom head). Suppose W, corresponds to Vj, V,. Let W, be the parent 
block of W,, and b = ad. To simulate H, reading cell W(bx) in block W, using vi, 
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V,, the top head A,,, is at cell V(vjdx) and the bottom head B, is at V(U,X). See 
Figure 1. If W(bx) is in the bottom half of IV,, then S, retrieves the symbol in W(bx) 
from V(U,X). If W(bx) is in the top half of IV,, then it is in the bottom half of W,, 
and S, retrieves the symbol in W(bx) = W(adx) from V(u#x). A third access head 
C, is used by S, as a unary counter to determine whether W(bx) is in the top half or 
the bottom half of W,. 
In essence, S, simulates S, step-by-step. When a head of S, exits its current block, 
the representing heads of S, require reorientation. We shall describe how S, adjusts 
its heads and, when necessary, allocates a new I’, subtree during a reorientation. We 
shall thep observe that for each H,, machine S, simulates B(log N) steps of S, 
before spending time O(log N) to perform the reorientation. Consequently, S, 
simulates S, in time O(N). 
Suppose A, and B, use Vj, I’, to simulate H, in block W,. Let W, be the parent 
block of W,, and b = ad. See Figure 1. If H, exits W, by shifting from cell W(b) to 
its parent, then S, retrieves from Vj the location uic such that Vi has the contents of 
the bottom half of the parent block of W,. Head B, moves from V(u,J to V(u,d) in 
Vj and head A, from V(ujd) to V(v,cd) in Vi. The simulation resumes with A,, B,,, 
using Vi, Vj to simulate H, in W, . This adjustment of A, and B, is a reorientation. 
Since H, is at distance L from both the root and the leaves of W,, machine S, can 
simulate at least L = @(log N) steps of S, before reorienting A,, and B, again. 
V(v, cd) 
Bottom Half of W, 
FIGURE 1 
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Suppose instead that H, exits W, by shifting from a leaf W(bey) of W, to one of 
its children, where ) el = L + 1. See Figure 2. Normally, S, retrieves from V[u,e, L 1 
the location v, of the subtree I’, that holds the contents of the bottom half of the child 
block W,, of W,. Then A, moves to V(v,ev) in I’,, and B, moves to V(vlv) in V,. 
The simulation resumes with A,, B, using Vk, V,. If no access head of S, visited the 
bottom half of W,,, previously, however, then S, finds the first unused V, and enters 
in track 1 of V, and V, the linking information to make W,, correspond to Vkr V,. 
At this point the bottom halves of both V, and W,, are completely blank, and the 
simulation can resume after reorientation of A, and B, as before. Since H, is now at 
distance L from both the root and the leaves of W,,, machine S, can simulate at 
least L = @(log N) steps before reorienting A, and B, again. 
We have shown that S, simulates stage s of S, on-line in time O(N) and depth 
O(log N). Therefore, S, simulates T on-line in time O(t(n)) and depth O(log t(n)). 
THEOREM 1. Every multihead tree machine of time complexity t(n) can be 
simulated on-line by a tree machine of time complexity O(t(n)) and depth complexity 
O(log t(n)). 
2.2.2. Depth reduction with head-to-head jumps. We modify the simulator 
described in Section 2.2.1. Machine S, has h access heads on one tree worktape W 
W(b) 
FIGURE 2 
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and permits head-to-head jumps. Set L = (log(c, hN + l)]. Call W,, = W(b, 2L + 1 ) a 
block if the length of the binary string b is a multiple of L + 1. As before, S has a 
tree worktape V that holds the contents of W on track 0 and linking information on 
track 1. Let u,, vi,... be the locations of cells at distance L from the root, and set 
Vi = V[v,, 2L + 11. 
Because S, permits head-to-head jumps, a particular head El,,, that causes a 
reorientation of heads of S, may cause a second reorientation before S, can simulate 
log N steps: after exiting its current block, H, may jump to another head and exit 
this new block, thereby causing a second reorientation. To ensure that only 
O(N/log N) reorientations ever occur during the simulation, we introduce additional 
simulating heads. For every access head H, of S,, machine S, has several heads on 
the same worktape V, including A,,, (top head), B, (bottom head), A; (ancestor top 
head), and Bh (descendant bottom head). The heads A& and B& assist in reorien- 
tations. We now specify when Ah and Bh are ready. 
Suppose A,, B, use Vj, V, to simulate H, in W,. Let W, be the parent block of 
W,, and b = ad. See Figure 1. If AL is at V(v,cd) in Vi, where uic is written on track 
1 of V[vj, L], then A& is ready. Note that if A,, B, used Vi, Vj to simulate H, at 
W(b) in W,, then A,,, would be at V(u,cd). 
Suppose further that B, is at V(v,ey) in W,,, a child block of W,. See Figure 2. If 
Bh is at V(u, y), where W,, corresponds to V,, V,, then BI, is ready. Note that if A,, 
B, used Vk, V, to simulate H, at W(bey) in W,,, then B, would be at V(v, y). 
The on-line simulation of S, by S, proceeds as before. Let A,, B, use Yi, V, to 
simulate H, in W,. When H, shifts to an adjacent cell in W,, heads A,,, and B, shift 
to the corresponding cells in Vj and V,. Furthermore, if Bk in V, is ready, and B, 
remains in the bottom half of Vkr then B& also shifts to an adjacent cell in V, and 
remains ready. 
To simulate a jump of H, to HP, all heads of S, for H, jump to the corresponding 
heads for HP : head A,,, jumps to A,, head B, to B,, head A; to A;, and head Bk to 
B6. If A; is ready, then S marks A& ready; if BI, is ready, then S, marks Bk ready. 
Suppose H, shifts to the parent of W(b). If Ah is ready at a descendant of V(Ui), 
then head B, jumps to A,, head A, jumps to Ah, and the simulation continues with 
A,,,, B, using Vi, Vi; after this reorientation, heads A; and Bh are no longer ready. 
If Ah is not ready when H, shifts to the parent of W(b), then a widespread reorien- 
tation is necessary to make A,, B, use Vi, Vi. Widespread reorientations are 
discussed below. 
Suppose that W,, is a child block of W, and H, shifts to a child of a leaf W(bey) 
of W,. If B; is ready in V,, then head A, jumps to B,, head B, jumps to Bh, and 
the simulation continues with A,,,, B, using Vk, V, ; after this reorientation, heads AL 
and B:, are no longer ready. Suppose Bk is not ready when H, shifts to a child of 
W(bey). If Wb, corresponds to Vk, V, for some V,, then a widespread reorientation 
makes A,, B, use V,, V,. Otherwise, the bottom half of W,, has not been visited 
previously, and an initializing reorientation is necessary to initialize a new V, to 
make A,, B, use V,, V,. 
As in Section 2.2.1, for an initializing reorientation S, finds the first unused V,, 
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writes uI in track 1 of V[v,e, L], and writes uke in track 1 of V[V,, L]. Then S, sends 
head A; to V(ujde), head A, to V(v,ey) in I’,, and head B, to V(v,y) in V,; it 
marks Al, ready and Bk not ready. Furthermore, for all other HP, it makes ancestor 
top head A; ready and, when possible, descendant bottom head B; ready. Observe 
that L cells in the top half of W,, must have been visited previously because the cells 
visited by heads of S, always form a connected region of W. Consequently, during 
the simulation of S, by S,, there are only O(N/L) initializing reorientations, each of 
which takes time O(L). The total time for initializing reorientations is O(N). 
When H, induces a widespread reorientation, S, uses the linking information in Vi 
and Vj to send A,, B, to the appropriate cells in subtrees Vi, Vi or Vk, V,. 
Moreover, for every p = l,..., h, machine S, makes ancestor top head AI, ready and, 
when possible, descendant bottom head B6 ready. It is crucial to realize that S, can 
simulate at least L steps of S, between widespread reorientations. For example, 
suppose that immediately after a widespread reorientation, A,, B, use Vj, I’, to 
simulate HP in W,,. If B; is ready, then H, does not cause a reorientation if it exits 
W, through a leaf during the next L steps of S,. If B; is not ready, then either 
(i) H, is in the top half of W,, or 
(ii) H, is in a child block W,,, and there is no I/, such that W,, corresponds 
to v,. 
In case (i), H, is at distance at least L + 1 from a leaf of W,. In case (ii), if H, 
visited the child of a leaf of W,, then it would induce an initializing reorientation; 
after the initializing reorientation, all ancestor top heads and as many descendant 
bottom heads as possible would be ready again. 
Therefore, since S, simulates at least L steps of S, between widespread reorien- 
tations, there are only O(N/L) widespread reorientations, each of which takes time 
O(L). The total time for widespread reorientations is O(N), and S, simulates S, in 
linear time. 
THEOREM 2. Every multihead tree machine with head-to-head jumps of time 
complexity t(n) can be simulated on-line by a tree machine with head-to-head jumps 
of time complexity O(t(n)) and depth complexity O(log t(n)). 
2.3. Third Simulation: Head Reduction 
Let S, have d access heads on one tree worktape V. The simulator S, has one 
access head on the primary tree worktape P and one access head on a linear 
secondary worktape. Divide P into 3d +‘l tracks called C (worktape contents), 
D 1 ,..., D, (head positions), Cl ,..., CA (local contents), and 0; ,..., DA (local head 
positions). In the initial configuration of S,, the blank symbol in every cell is inter- 
preted as a blank symbol on every track. 
Stage s involves the first N = 2’ steps of the computation of T. Machine S, handles 
stage s in at most c,N steps for some constant c, . Machine S, sets r = 
(log log c,N)/2d and simulates the computation of S, in c,N/r phases of r steps each. 
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At the end of the simulation of a phase, track C holds the contents of V: for every b, 
track C of P(b) holds the same symbol as V(b) would. Furthermore, at the end of 
every phase, track Di indicates a path from the root of P to P(x,) if head i of S, is 
positioned on I+,). 
At the beginning of each stage, S, writes a traversal pattern of length 0(22dr) on 
the secondary worktape. This traversal pattern describes a depth-first traversal of a 
complete binary tree of height 2dr. To derive the traversal pattern, S, uses a linear 
portion of the primary worktape to count to 22dr in binary. To copy the contents of a 
subtree P[b, 2dr] from the primary worktape, S, copies the contents of P/b, 2dr] onto 
this pattern, which specifies the movement of the head on P. 
At the beginning of a phase, S, determines the location a, of the ancestor at 
distance r from the current location xi of head i of S,, setting a, = 1 if V(x,) is within 
distance r of the root V(L). The secondary worktape is used to count to r. During the 
phase, head i remains in V[a,, 2r]. Machine S, will copy the contents of every 
P[ai, 2r] to the top of P. If V[a,, 2r] meets V[uj, 2r] for somej, then head i might 
read what head j writes, and vice versa. To handle these possible interactions among 
the heads of S,, we show how S, determines k, ,..., k, such that the subtrees 
P[q,, 2drl,..., P[u,,, 2dr] together include all the subtrees P[u,, 2r], and furthermore, 
if P[ui, 2r] meets P[uj, 2rj, then they both belong to the same P[a,,, 2dr]. 
Observe that V[ui, 2r] meets V[uj, 2r] if and only if P(uj) is an ancestor of P(u,) 
at distance 2r or less (or vice versa). In time O(r), S, constructs in its finite state 
control a directed acyclic graph on nodes I,..., d. This graph has an arc from node i 
to node j if and only if P(uj) is an ancestor of P(u,) at distance 2r or less. The longest 
directed path in this graph has at most d nodes. Thus, the sinks k, ,..., k, of this graph 
identify the desired subtrees P[ukl, 2dr],..., P[uk,, 2dr]. These subtrees may overlap. 
If P[ui, 2r] c P[a,,, 2dr], then define K(i) = k,. These values of K are kept in the 
finite-state control. 
For I = l,..., m, machine S, copies track C of P[u,,, 2dr] to track CL,. Also, for 
i = I,..., d, it copies track Di of P[u,,,,, 2dr] to track D,! of P[A, 2dr]. These copying 
operations use the traversal pattern on the secondary worktape. When S, completes 
these copying operations, the C’ tracks of P[l, 2dr] hold the contents of all cells that 
the heads of S, could access during the phase; in particular, track Cici, holds the 
contents of cells that head i could access. See Figure 3. 
To simulate one step of S,, machine S, employs tracks C& and D( of P(A, 2dr] 
to determine for each i the contents of the cell read by head i. Machine S, then 
records the new contents of the cell on track Ckci, and the new head position on track 
Df. The management of track 0; is entirely routine. 
At the end of the phase, for each i, machine S, uses the secondary worktape to 
copy the new contents of the 0; track of P[i, 2dr] onto the Di track of P[u,,,,, 2drJ. 
Also, for each Z, machine S, copies the contents of track CL, of P[A, 2dr] back onto 
track C,, of P[uk,, 2dr]. The order in which these tracks are copied back is important. 
For example, if P(u,,) E P[uk2, 2dr], then track CL, should be copied back before 
track C;, because head k, might have written on a child of V(u,,), but by 
construction, no head in V[uk2, 2dr] could have visited this child during the phase. 
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FIGURE 3. Copying subtrees to the top of P. In this case K(2) = K(3). 
Suppose S, has head-to-head jumps. To simulate a jump by head i to the cell on 
which head j is located, S, records the new position of head i on track 0; : it erases 
the at most 2dr nonblank cells in track Di of P[J, 2dr] and copies the at most 2dr 
nonblank cells of track 0,; to track 0: in time O(r). Also, in its finite-state control, S, 
sets K(i) e K(j). When completing the simulation of a phase, S, adjusts the contents 
of track Di accordingly. 
Let us reckon the time consumed by S, for stage s. At the beginning and end of 
each phase, S, moves its head on the primary worktape to each P(a,). Because S, has 
depth complexity O(log N), every V(q) is within distance O(log N) of the root V(A). 
Thus, finding each P(a,) takes time O(log N). Next, S, copies the contents of at most 
d trees of 0(22d’) cells each to the top of P and back in time O(2’“‘). To simulate 
one step, S, twice moves the head to a cell in P[A, 2dr] for each head of S, in time 
O(r). Therefore, S, simulates stage s in time 
(c,N/r)[O(log N) + O(d22d’) + rO(r)] = O(N log N/log log N). 
It follows that S, simulates T on-line in time O(t(n) log t(n)/log log t(n)), even when 
T has head-to-head jumps. 
THEOREM 3. Every multihead tree machine with head-to-head jumps of time 
complexity t(n) can be simulated on-line by a machine with a tree worktape and a 
linear worktape, each with one access head, in time O(t(n) log t(n)/log log t(n)). 
3. MULTIDIMENSIONAL MACHINES 
The two-tape simulation of a multidimensional machine devised by Paul et al. [ 12 1 
uses pages of fixed size and a hierarchy of simulation procedures to maintain the 
locations of the pages. To develop a faster simulation, we employ a directory and a 
mechanism for handling pages of variable size [lo]. In addition, our simulator uses 
both trie representations [ 7 1 and literal representations for contents of the multihead 
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machine’s worktapes. During the simulation, it may convert the contents of a page 
from one representation into the other. These representations were inspired by work 
on extendible hashing [21. 
To each cell of a d-dimensional worktape assign in the usual way a d-tuple of 
integers called the coordinates of the cell. The origin is the cell whose coordinates are 
all zero. A d-dimensional Turing machine has a finite-state control, a read-only linear 
input tape, a write-only linear output tape, and a finite number of d-dimensional 
worktapes, each of which has a finite number of access heads. At each step the 
machine reads the symbols in the cells on which the input and worktape heads are 
positioned, writes symbols from a finite alphabet on these worktape cells and possibly 
on the output tape too, and possibly shifts each head to an adjacent cell. Initially, all 
worktape cells hold blanks, and every worktape head is positioned on the origin of its 
tape. 
On a d-dimensional worktape, a box is a set of cells that form a d-dimensional 
cube. The volume of a box is the number of cells in it. The base cell of a box is the 
cell whose coordinates are the smallest. The relative position of a cell X in a box B is 
the list of coordinates of X when the base cell of B is taken as the origin. 
Fix integers d > 2 and e > 2. Let E be an e-dimensional machine of time 
complexity t(n) with h heads on one worktape. We shall design a d-dimensional 
machine D with one head on a d-dimensional worktape and one head on a linear 
worktape that simulates E on-line in time O(t(n)’ ’ “d-“de log t(n)). Technical details 
omitted from the presentation of the simulation in Section 3.1 appear in Sections 
and 3.3. 
3.1. Simulation 
Let N be a power of 2. Machine D will simulate N steps of E, given N off-line. As 
in Section 2.1, we can convert this simulation to an on-line simulation of E with time 
loss of only a constant multiplicative factor. 
Define the function rc by 
r(x) = 2l’ogxl; 
3.2 
z(x) is the smallest power of 2 such that X(X) > x. Set 
b = l(Nlog N)‘ldel 
1 
if d>3ore>3, 
[(N/log W1’4l if d = e = 2, 
r = ((12e log N)‘jd], 
s = z(2b’ldr), 
u = z(beld), 
u* = n((2(4d3ehNrd) + ud)‘ld), 
w = [u*/log N]. 
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By definition, 
ud > b’ and 24 * = O((N log N)“d). 
We may assume that N is large enough to satisfy 
(3’hN/b)L’dr <‘w. 
Let us make two assumptions to guarantee that the coordinates of every cell 
accessed by E during its N step computation and the coordinates of every cell 
accessed by D can be encoded by a binary string of length 3e log N. First, we assume 
that the coordinates of each of the (2N + l)e cells of an e-dimensional worktape 
within distance N of the origin are encoded by a binary string of length 3e log N. 
Since 3e log N > log(2N + l)‘, any reasonable, easily computed encoding suffices. 
Second, we assume that N is sufficiently large that the coordinates of every cell 
within distance du* of the origin can be encoded by a binary string of length 
3e log N. Throughout the simulation, the head on the d-dimensional worktape of D 
will remain within distance du* of the origin. If cell Y is at distance y < du* from the 
origin of the d-dimensional worktape, then the encoding of the coordinates of Y 
permits D to send the access head from the origin to Y in time at most proportional 
to y. 
Partition the worktape of E into pairwise disjoint boxes of side b called blocks. The 
position of a block is the list of coordinates of its base cell. 
Divide every cell of the d-dimensional worktape of D into 3’h tracks numbered 1, 
2 9-e.) 3’h. In the initial configuration of D, the blank symbol in every cell is inter- 
preted as a blank on each track. 
A page is a box on the d-dimensional worktape whose side is a power of 2 between 
s and u that has a nonblank cell counter on track 3. We describe how the contents of 
a page P represent the contents of a simulated block B. (Abusing terminology, we 
shall say that P represents B when the configurations are implicitly specified.) The 
value of the nonblank cell counter must be at least the number of nonblank cells in B. 
To maintain the contents of these cells, P uses either an internal trie on track 1 or a 
literal representation on track 2. 
In a binary tree the location p(v) of a node v is the finite binary string defined as 
follows: the location of the root is the empty string A; if p(v) = b, then the location of 
the left child of v is b0, and the location of the right child of v is b 1. An internal trie 
(sometimes called a digital trie) is a collection of nodes organized into a binary tree 
according to the value of a binary key: at every node v, the location p(v) is an initial 
segment of the key stored at v. In the internal trie representation of B there is a node 
for every nonblank cell X in B, and the coordinates of cells are used as keys. The 
node v for cell X holds on track 1 
the coordinates of X (the key, written as a binary string), 
the contents of X, and 
the relative positions of the left and right children of v (if any) in P. 
The number of nodes equals the number of nonblank cells in B. (We may assume 
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x00 I 000 x01 1 001 
- I - 
~001~~001 
- - 
FIGURE 4. An internal trie representation. The cell at coordinates xoO, of E contains the symbol 
aDOI. The string 001 is an initial segment of xoO, (written in binary). 1 denotes the empty string. 
that E never writes a blank on a worktape cell.) See Figure 4. In the page P a node is 
a box of side r, which is large enough to hold the three encoded coordinates and the 
symbol in X. The internal trie representation is particularly useful when B has few 
nonblank cells. If B has m nonblank cells, then an internal trie representation for B 
fits in a page of side \m”dl r < 2m’ldr, which has volume O(m log N). 
The literal representation is straightforward. For every cell X of B there is a cell Y 
of P whose relative position in P is easily calculated from the coordinates of X such 
that Y holds the same symbol (on track 2) as X does. The literal representation is 
most efficient when B has many nonblank cells. Since ud > b’, if P has side U, then P 
has at least as many cells as B and can contain a representing cell for every cell of B. 
The mapping from B to P is a simple injective hashing function. 
Throughout the simulation, for every nonblank cell of E there is either (i) a node in 
a page that uses an internal trie representation, or (ii) a representing cell in a page 
that uses a literal representation. Since the h heads of E visit at most hN cells during 
the N step computation, D needs at most 0(/N log N) cells to maintain the contents 
of the worktape of E. These cells lit in a d-dimensional box of side 
u * = O((hN log fv)“d). 
On the d-dimensional worktape D has a mass store, a directory, a free storage list, 
and a cache. The mass store is a box of side U* that holds the pages. The directory is 
a box of side w whose contents maintain the positions of pages in the mass store. 
During the simulation, D uses the position of a block B in E to retrieve from the 
directory the position of a page that represents B. The directory is described in 
Section 3.2. The free storage list holds the positions of unused boxes in the mass 
store. It is explained in Section 3.3. The cache is a box of side U. For i = l,..., 3’h, 
track i of the cache is called slot i. 
The linear worktape of D is used for routine artithmetic calculations, for counting, 
for maintaining the coordinates of the simulated heads of E, and for copying pages 
between the mass store and the cache. 
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Machine D simulates N steps of E in N/b phases of b steps each. At the beginning 
of the simulation of each phase, D determines the positions of the at most 3’h blocks 
that surround the k simulated worktape heads of E; during the phase the heads 
remain within these blocks. For each of these blocks Bj, D uses the directory to 
locate the page Pj that represents B,i. Section 3.2 describes the location and 
preparation of pages. Next, D copies the contents of Pj into slot Qj in the cache. In its 
finite-state control D maintains the correspondence between blocks and slots; on the 
linear worktape it records the positions of the corresponding pages ci in the mass 
store. At the end of the phase, D copies the contents of pages from the cache to the 
mass store: D copies back to Pj just the part of Qj that was written at the beginning 
of the phase. To send the head on the d-dimensional worktape to the proper locations, 
D uses the linear worktape as a counter. 
During a phase, to simulate one step, D first decides for each simulated head Hi of 
E the block Bi in which Hi lies. Next, D recalls which slot Qi corresponds to B,. For 
every i, using the contents of Qi, machine D retrieves the symbol in cell Xi read by 
H,. From this information D determines the new symbol that Hi writes on Xi. If Qi 
represents Bi literally, then D calculates the relative position of the cell Yi in Qi that 
represents Xi and writes the new symbol on track 2 of Yi. If Qi employs an internal 
trie to represent Bi, then D uses the coordinates of Xi to find the node that holds the 
contents of Xi on track 1 and records the new contents of Xi in this node. If Xi has 
not been visited previously, then it holds a blank, and D creates a node for Xi at an 
appropriate location in the trie: D adds a node v to the internal trie for which /3(v) is 
the shortest initial segment of the coordinates of Xi, written in binary, that is not the 
binary string P(v’) for a node v’ already in the trie. 
Let us assess the time that D takes to simulate one step. First, D determines the 
coordinates of the worktape cells read by E (time O((log N)*) for arithmetic 
calculations on the linear worktape because this worktape has just one head). If page 
Q in the cache uses a literal representation, then to retrieve or to write the contents of 
a cell, D computes the relative position of the representing cell in Q (time 
O((log N)‘)) and moves its head across the cache (time O(U)) for a total of 
O(u + (log N)‘) time. If Q uses an internal trie representation, then the head on the d- 
dimensional worktape visits at most 3e log N nodes of Q-one node for each bit of 
the coordinates of the cell. For each node, D copies its contents onto the linear 
worktape (time O(log N)) and moves its head across the cache (time O(U)) for a total 
of O((u + log N) log N) time. Thus, each phase takes time 
O(b(u + log N) log N) to simulate b steps 
+ O((log N)2) to calculate the positions of the 3’h blocks that 
surround the heads of E 
+ O(u*) to move the head across the mass store to each of 3’h pages 
+ O(U~) to copy the contents of 3’h pages of volume ud 
between the mass store and the cache 
+ the time to locate and prepare pages. 
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In Section 3.2 we show that during the simulation, the total time consumed by 
locating and preparing pages is O((N/b)(u* + u”)) + O(Nu log N). Therefore, the 
simulation runs in time 
(N/b)[O(u*) + O(Ud) + O(bu log N)] + O(NU log N). 
The definition of b at the beginning of Section 3.1 minimizes this simulation time. 
With this choice of b, the simulation time is 
O(N(NlogN)“d-“de) if d > 3 or e > 3, 
O@V4(log N)““) if d = e = 2. 
The simulation is routinely modified to handle head-to-head jumps by E. 
THEOREM 4. For all d > 2 and e > 2, every multihead e-dimensional machine 
with head-to-head jumps of time complexity t(n) can be simulated on-line by a 
machine with a d-dimensional worktape and a linear worktape, each with one access 
head, in time 
O(t(n)(t(n) log t(n))lld-‘lde) if d > 3 or e > 3, 
O(t(n)5’4(log t(n))3’4) if d = e = 2. 
3.2. Locating and Preparing Pages 
The directory of D is a box of side w on the d-dimensional worktape. To maintain 
the positions of pages whose contents represent contents of blocks, the contents of the 
directory are organized into an internal trie that uses the positions of blocks as keys. 
Every node in the trie is a box of side r, which is large enough to hold four encoded 
coordinates. For every nonblank block B there is a node v in the trie that holds 
the position of B, 
the position of the page P that represents B, and 
the positions of the left and right children of v (if any) 
such that /3(v) is an initial segment of the position of B (written as a binary string of 
length 3e log N). Clearly the height of the trie is at most 3e log N. We say that P is 
assigned to B. A page in the mass store is active if it is assigned to some block. 
Throughout the simulation, several relationships among page sizes and nonblank 
cell counter values always hold. 
Invariant 1. If the nonblank cell counter of page P has value m, then P has side 
min{u, 7r(2m’ldr)}. 
Invariant 2. Let page P represent block B. If P has side u, then P represents B 
literally. If the side of P is smaller than U, then P uses an internal trie. 
Invariant 3. There are at most 3ehN/b active pages. 
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Invariant 4. The sum of the nonblank cell counter values of the active pages is at 
most 3ehN. 
For every active page there is a node in the directory of side r. By hypothesis on 
N, (3eh N/b) ‘ldr < w. Therefore, by Invariant 3, the directory can accommodate the 
nodes for the active pages. 
Now we describe how D locates and prepares pages. 
Location and Preparation of Pages 
Step 1. Using the position of a block B and the directory, determine whether 
there is a page assigned to B. 
Step 2. If no page is assigned to B, then allocate a blank box P of side s in the 
mass store and set the value of the nonblank cell counter of P to b. (Section 3.3 
describes the storage allocation scheme.) Since B must be completely blank, P 
already represents B. Add a node to the directory to assign P to B. 
Step 3. If Step 1 discovered that some page P is assigned to B, then ensure that 
P is large enough to include all nodes that D may add to the internal trie of P during 
the phase. Let p be the side of P and m be the value of its nonblank cell counter. Set 
the value of the nonblank cell counter of P to min(m + b, b’). Let 
p’ = min{u, n(2(m’)‘ldr)}. 
Step 3.1. If p < p’, then allocate a new blank box of side p’ in the mass store 
and copy the contents of P into this box to produce a larger page P’ that represents B 
with an internal trie. 
Step 3.2. If p < p’ = u, then convert the internal trie representation on track 1 
of P’ into a literal representation on track 2. From every node of the internal trie, 
extract the coordinates of a cell X of B and copy the contents of X from track 1 into 
track 2 of the cell of P’ that represents X in the literal representation. The other cells 
of B are blank, and track 2 of the corresponding cells of P’ remains blank. Finally, 
modify the directory to assign P’ to B. 
This procedure maintains Invariant 1 and Invariant 2. Since D invokes this 
procedure at most 3’h times at the beginning of each of N/b phases, Steps 2 and 3 are 
each executed at most 3ehN/b times; consequently, Invariant 3 and Invariant 4 hold. 
Let us evaluate the time taken by this procedure. Section 3.3 demonstrates that the 
storage allocation time is O((log N)‘). In the directory, to move the head from one 
node to another takes time proportional to w, the side of the directory. Consequently, 
Step 1 and Step 2 take time 
(3e log N)[rd + O(u*/log N)] = O(u*) 
because at most 3e log N nodes, each of volume rd, are accessed. The artithmetic 
calculations in Step 3 take time O((log N)‘). In Step 3.1, to move the head around the 
mass store takes time O(u*), and to copy the contents of a page of side p < u takes 
time O(U~). In summary, each of O(N/b) invocations of this procedure takes time 
O(u*) + O(U~) + O((log N)‘) in Steps 1, 2, 3, and 3.1. 
571/28/3-3 
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We assess the time for converting internal trie representations into literal represen- 
tations separately. Let page P represent block B, and suppose D converts the internal 
representation in P into a literal representation. Let m be the value of the nonblank 
cell counter of P when D performs the conversion. According to Step 3.2, 
m = O(ud/log iV). For each of at most m nonblank cells of B, machine D accesses at 
most 3e log N nodes of P in time O((U + log N) log N). By Invariant 4, D converts at 
most O(N/m) = O((N log N)/u~) pages during the simulation. Therefore, the total 
time for converting representations is 
O((N log N)/Ud) O(ud/log N) O((u + log N) log N) = O(NU log N). 
We conclude that the total time for locating and preparing pages during the 
simulation is 
O(N/b)[O(u*) + O(Ud) + O((log N)2)] + O(Nz4 log N) 
= O((N/b)(u* + U”)) + O(NU log N). 
3.3. Storage Allocation 
Machine D keeps a free storage list, a list of addresses of blank boxes in the mass 
store. Initially, the free storage list holds the position of the mass store, a single box 
of side u*. For q = 1, 2, 4, 8 ,..., u*/2, the free storage list always has the positions of 
at most 2d - 1 boxes of side q in the mass store. 
Storage Allocation 
Let p be a power of 2. Machine D employs a buddy system [6] to allocate a blank 
box with side p in the mass store. 
If the free storage list has the position x of a box of side p, then return the value x 
and delete x from the list. 
If the free storage list has no boxes of side p, then let q* be the smallest power of 2 
greater than p for which the free storage list has a box of side q*. (We shall show 
that when this storage allocation procedure is called, q* must exist.) For q = q*, 
4*/2,..., 4p, 2p in order, select a position xq of a box C, of side q, delete xq from the 
list, and add to the list the positions of the 2d pairwise disjoint boxes of side q/2 
whose union is C,. Finally, let x be the position of a box of side p on the free storage 
list, delete x from the list, and return the value x. 
The time taken by this procedure is O((log N)2) because it handles O(log a*) 
positions each encoded by a string of length 3e log N. 
We verify that D can always find the requested boxes in the mass store. At any 
point during the simulation, let P,, P,,... be the active pages in the mass store and 
m,, m2,... be the values of their nonblank cell counters. Let Pi be assigned to block 
B,. According to Invariant 1, the side of Pi is at most n(2mj’%). The mass store 
holds smaller inactive pages that were assigned to Bj in previous configurations of D. 
Because the volumes of these smaller pages are distinct powers of 2, the total volume 
of pages ever assigned to Bj is at most twice the volume of Pi, hence at most 
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2(~r(2mf’~r))~. By Invariant 4, the total volume of all pages ever allocated in the mass 
store is at most 
F\’ 2(7r(2mj’dr))d < 2(4d3’h N r”) < (u*)~ - ud 
by choice of u*. 
Let q, < q2 < as. < q, be the sides of boxes whose locations are on the free storage 
list at the beginning of a call to this storage allocation procedure to produce a blank 
box of side p < U. We have just shown that 
q;+ ..* +qf>ud. 
Since the free storage list has at most 2d - 1 boxes of each distinct side, 
4; + ... + q;1< (2d - l)q; + (2d - l)(q,/2)d + ... + (2d - l)(l) < (2q,Jd. 
Therefore, (2q,)d > ud, hence q, > u since q, and u are powers of 2. It follows that D 
can find a blank box of side p < u < q2 in the mass store. 
4. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
1. Kosaraju [ 8 1 proved that multihead one-dimensional machines with head-to- 
head jumps can be simulated in real time by one-dimensional machines with just one 
access head per worktape. Do multihead tree machines and multidimensional 
machines with head-to-head jumps share this property? Leong and Seiferas [ 91 
presented real time simulations of multihead multidimensional machines without 
head-to-head jumps. 
2. When there are no restictions on numbers of access heads, how fast can tree 
machines and multidimensional machines simulate each other? Every tree machine of 
time complexity t(n) can be simulated on-line by a d-dimensional machine in time 
O(t(n)” “d/log t(n)), and this time bound is optimal [ 111. Conversely, Reischuk [ 15 ] 
devised on-line simulations of d-dimensional machines of time complexity t(n) by tree 
machines in time O(t(n)(5d)‘og’ I(” ). Pippenger [ 141 showed that a probabilistic tree 
machine can simulate the d-dimensional machine in expected time O(t(n)) on-line. 
3. Can a probabilistic d-dimensional machine with two access heads simulate a 
multihead e-dimensional machine in expected time less than the time asserted by 
Theorem 4? 
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